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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The purpose of this paper was to determine which clues
counselors look for so as to know when to close a series of
interviews when counseling students with emotional problems.
The study indicates the number of sessions that counselors
have found to be needed before counselors detect student insight into the problem.

The survey indicates counselors'

opinions in regard to who should make the decision to close
the interviews; what tests, if any, could be used to help
the counselor know when to stop the series of interviews; and
do counselors see improvement in the student's social relationships with his peers as the interviews progress.

CHAPTER II
RELATED RESEARCH
Arbuckle stated that ending a series of interviews may
be a serious problem. 1

The author did not state why it was

a serious problem.
Woolf said that the rate of subject failures decreased
more rapidly among students with similar abilities who were
given guidance. 2

Little stated that certain things must take

place before a student can obtain good grades.

Among these

are the social, emotional and physical well being of the
student.3
Nachman said the strength of ego, the level of anxiety,
the type of defenses employed, the impulses defended against,
the intellectual level, the age, the urgency felt and other
items in the diagnostic picture of the client help determine
4
what can be accomplished in counseling.
Robinson stated that during a series of successful interviews, the client makes more positive and less negative
--,-·--·-·- ·------1Dugald S. Arbuckle, Counselin~: An Introduction (Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, 1961), p. 329.
~
2¥i.aurice D. Woolf and Jeanne A. Woolf, The Student
Personnel Program (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1953), pp. 13-14.
3Wilson Little and A. L. Chapman, Developmental Guidance in
the Secondarv School (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1953), pp. 13-14.
ing,"

4Barbara Nachman, "Client Problems and Duration of CounselPersonnel and Guidance Journal, XXXVIII, (February, 1960),

486-488.

2

3

references and that the client does more planning and that
the counselor speaks less.

The counselor also takes less

responsibility for the client as the interviews progress. 5
Todd stated that improved clients still make references
~bout

being troubled and tense, but they, unlike the unim-

proved clients, are very positive and make confident and
secure statements. 6
Tyler said that a small amount of counseling can make
a big difference in client improvement long after the interviews have ended. 7

Tyler sums this up by saying:

We can best control the duration of
counseling contacts by adopting consistently
ah attitude of respect for what each client
now is and lending him support and understanding whige he comes to terms with his
unique self.
5Francis P. Robinson, Principles and Procedures in Student
Counseling (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1950), pp.-So, 33,
98' 11 5.

6w. B. Todd and N. N.Ewing, "Changes in Self Reference

During Counseling, n Journal 9.1 Counseling Psychology, VIII
(Summer, 1961), pp. 112-115.

7Leona E. Tyler, "Minimum Change Therapy," Personnel !.lli1
Guidance Journal, XXXVIII (February, 1960), 486-4$8.

81.JU..1.

CHAPTER III
LIMITATIONS
The study is limited in that the sampling was small.
Questionnaires were sent to only one hundred fifty guidance
counselors chosen at random and this was not a large cross
section of guidance counselors in Illinois.
The effectiveness of the questionnaire is open to question.

The questionnaire was constructed within the limited

abilities of the writer and perhaps other items should have
been included in order that the survey would give more valid
replies.
A third limitation concerns the merits of an individual's
answer to the items on the questionnaire.

The counselors'

responses could have been swayed by answering what they
believed to be the correct answer rather than drawing from their
experiences.

4

CHAPTER IV
METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
A letter of explanation (Appendix A) and a questionnaire (Appendix B) were sent to one hundred fifty guidance
counselors in Illinois.

The counselors were picked at random

from the Illinois Personnel and Guidance Handbook for Guidance
Counselors for the years 1961 and 1962.

Seventy three counse-

lors replied; a 48.6% return.
The counselors were asked to answer each item either
ttyes", "no", or "does not apply".

The information was tabu-

lated for each question to determine the reaction of counselors
to each item.
Question one asked about the number of sessions it took
before the counselor detected student insight into the problem
and how many additional sessions were needed before the series
of interviews were terminated.

Counselors indicated that an

average of three sessions were needed with a student who had
emotional problems before the series of interviews were terminated.

Counselors indicated that an additional two or three

sessions were needed before they could terminate the interviews.
Counselor response to the question, "Do the student's
social relationships improve as th8 interviews progress?"
indicated that 901o of the

cou,.~selors

5

agreed that social

6
relationships wt th peers did. impro:ve.

Question three asked if counselors found that student's
grades improved as the interviews progressed.

Sixty-three

percent of the counsel ors r:igreed that grades did improve.
The replies to question four, "Do the students usually
start making their own plans during the series of interviews?,"
showed that 96% of the counselors agreed that students started
making their own plans as the interviews progressed.
Question five asked if the students spoke more as the
interviews progressed.

The counselors' replies to this question

showed that 93'.h of the counselors agreed that .students spoke
more as the interviews progressed.
The counselors' replies to question six which asked
whether students showed more detachment as the interviews progressed indicated that 55% of the counselors agreed students
did show more detachment, 4470 indicated that students did not
and 21c felt that the question did not apply as a clue for
closing the series of interviews.
Counselors responses to the question, "Do the students
start making positive references as the interviews progress?,"
indicated that 92~ of the counselors agreed that students did
start making positive responses as the interviews progress.
Question eight asked, "Do the students stop making
negative self-references as the interviews progress?"

Seven-

ty one percent of the counselors agreed that students did

7

stop making self-references, 12% disagreed and

7%

felt the

question did not apply.
The counselors' responses to question nine, "Can the
counselor take less responsibility as the interviews progress?, ti
indicated that 70% agreed, 22% disagreed and

7%

felt the

question did not apply.
Question ten asked the counselors to indicate which of
the clues, three thru nine, could be used by the counselors
as clues to end the series of interviews.

Item seven, which

asked if students started making positive self-references as
the interviews progressed, received the greatest consideration
as thirty-seven counselors indicated this to be a clue they
used.

Question four, which asked if the student started mak-

ing his own plans as the interviews progressed, was used as a
clue thirty-three times.

Question five, which asked if the

students spoke more as the interviews progressed, received the
least consideration as it was used as a clue, by counselors,
only twelve times to stop the series of interviews.

The rest

of the clues, do student's social relationships improve, do
the student's grades improve, do the students show more detachment as the interviews progress, do the students stop
making negative self-references and can the counselor take
less responsibility as the interviews progress were all used
as clues between twelve and thirty-three times.
The counselors' responses to question eleven, "Could

8

some kinds of standardized tests be used to give the
counselor clues as to when to stop the series of interviews?,"
found only 50% of the counselors felt that tests could be
used to give the counselor clues as to when to stop the
interviews.

The tests named were Rorschach, standardized

tests, California Psychological Inventory, Minnesota Personality Scale, Bell Adjustment Scale, Minnesota Counseling Inventory, California Test of Personality, Personality Interest
and

s.

R. A. Youth Inventory.

The counselors did not elabo-

rate on what standardized tests they would use.
Counselors were asked if they knew of any research
being done in this field.

90 percent replied that they knew

of no such research.
Question fourteen was, ttwn.o makes the decision as to
when to stop the series of interviews?
(both) tt

(student) (counselor)

All counselors replying agreed with the answer "both".

The counselors listed the following as ways students determined when to end the interviews: making their own plans;
striving for better Grades; working more closely with teachers;
making confident and secure statements; getting bored with
"same old stuff"; recognizing problems and solutions and
thinking them over; making no more apnointments; and no longer
feeling need for counselors support.
W'hen asked for other comments the counselors gave two
interesting replies.

The first one was that a student may be

9
too disturbed to realize that he should not stop coming to
see the counselor.

The second, that experience helps the

counselor in this phase of counseling.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

The small sampling of counselors who responded to the
questionnaire seem to agree with other writers who have made
studies relative to the items on the questionnaire.
In regard to question one, the counselors said that an
average of three sessions were necessary before the student
gained insight into the problem and that an average of two or
three additional interviews were necessary before the series
of interviews were ended.

This agreed with a study by Tyler

who said that a small number of interviews can be of great
long range benefit to a student.9
Question two attempted to find whether the student's
social relationships had improved as the interviews progressed.
The majority of the counselors agreed that relationships jid
improve but this writer could find no professional study done
on this phase of counseling.
Question three referred to the question of grades improving as the interviews progressed.

The majority of the counselors

agreed that grades did improve and this agreed with Woolf who
made the statement that guidance does improve grades. lO
9Tyler, loc. cit.
10

Woolf, loc. cit.
10

11

Robinson stated that students speak more as the series
of interviews progress and the counselors' replies supported
this statement as 96% answered affirmatively. 11

Robinson

and the majority of the counselors agreed tbat students speak
more as the number of interviews progress. 12
In regard to the question of students showing more detachment as the interviews progressed, the counselors vari.ed
the greatest in replies but the majority agreed with Robinson's
study that students do show more detachment as the interviews
progress. 13
The majority of the counselors agreed that students start
making positive self-references as the interviews progress.
This supported Robinson's findings that clients do make more
positive references and often these references may constitute
a ":sood-bye" effectJ4 The counselors' responses agreed with

Todd and Ewing who stated that improved students still make
references about being troubled and tense, but they, unlike
the unimproved students are very positive and make confident
and secure statements. 1 5
11 Robinson,

loc~ cit.

1 2 Ibid. , p. 30.
13

1.J21!1. ,

14

p.

30.

.Th.lQ.. , p. 33.
15
Todd and Ewing, loc. cit.

12
Robinson stated that students made fewer negative
slef-references as the interviews progress; and in reply to
a similar question on the questionnaire the majority of the
counselors agreed that counselees stop making negative selfreferences as the interviews progress. 16

Robinson and the

counselors also agreed that the counselor takes less responsibil1.ty as the interviews continue. 17
Questions three through nine asked the counselors to
indicate whether or not the student with emotional problems
improved as the series of interviews progressed; and question
ten asked the counselors which of these seven items they
could use as clues to end a series of interviews.

It is

interesting to note the discrepancy in responses.

For

example, seventy counselors indicated that students started
making their own plans as the interviews progressed yet only
thirty-three counselors responded that they could use this
item as a clue for ending a series of interviews.

Thus it

appears to this writer that the majority of the counselors
who responded to this survey do not use student improvement
as a clue for ending a series of interviews.

Question eleven was used in an attempt to determine if
there were any tests that the counselors could use to determine termination of interviews.
1 6Robinson, loc. cit.

17 Ibid •. , p. 11 5.

The majority of the counselors

13

indicated that they knew of no such tests.

This writer

could find no similar professional studies done in this area.
Arbuckle stated that ending a series of interviews
could pose a problem for counselors yet 82% of the counselors
stated that this was not a serious pro blem.18 The writer felt
that one reason for the difference of opinion might be that
the questionnaires were answered by experienced counselors and
secondly the response might have been the response that
counselors felt was the "right answer 11 ,for the professional
counselor to give.
The majority of the counselors felt that the decision to
stop the interviews was made by both the client and the
counselor; and their opinion is supported by Robinson who
stated that counselor and student working together is the
only way to solve problems. 19
Thus it appeared that the majority of the counselors
who participated in this study and the professional writers
in the field of guidance agreed in regard to the clues
counselors used to close a series of interviews; the number
of sessions needed when working with students with emotional
problems; and who should make the decision for closing the
interviews.
18Arbuckle, loc. cit.
19 Robinson, loc. cit.

Appendix

.A.

Sample Letter

Dear Counselors,
Enclosed is a questionnaire with a return envelope.
This study is investigating indica.tions that the counselor
looks for so as to know when to close a series of interviews.
The idea of this questionnaire is to think in terms of
students who have emotional problems who come for a series
of counseling sessions and who do not need to be referred
elsewhere.
In answering the questionnaire I would like for you to
think about what happens, on the average, to a number of
clients rather than one specific case.
It may be that you could answer some of these questions
both yes and no.

In that case put down the answer that tends

toward what would happen in most cases.
Your cooperation in filling this questionnaire out as
quickly as possible and returning it by June 10, 1963, if
possible, would be highly appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
Pierre J. Hoover

Lincoln Hall
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, Illinois

15

Appendix B
Sample Questionnaire

Questionnaire
Which of the following are used as clues by you, the
counselor, to end a series of interviews?
1.

Insight by the students.

a.

Counselor detected at which counseling session? (average)_

b.

How many additional sessions were needed? (average) ___

2.

Do the student's social relationships
improve as the interviews progress?

3.

Yes

No

Does
Not
Apply

---

As the interviews progress do the
student's grades improve?

4.

Do the students usually start making their
own plans as the interviews progress?

5.

Do the students speak more as the number
of interviews progress?

6.

Do the students show more detachment as
the interviews progress?

7.

Do the students start making positive
self-references about themselves as the
interviews progress?

8.

Do the students stop making negative selfreferences as the interviews progress?

9.

Can the counselor take less
responsibility as the interviews progress?

10. Can any of the questions, starting with three and ending
with nine, be used as clues by the counselor as to when
to stop the series of interviews?

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

(Circle those that apply.)
17

18

Yes

No

Does
Not
Apply

11. Could some types of tests be used to
give the counselor clues as to when
to stop the series of interviews?

a.

What kinds of tests?

12. Do

~ou

know of any research that is

being done in this field?
a.

If so, where?

13. Is ending the series of interviews a
serious problem?
14. Who makes the decision as to when to stop the series of
interviews?

(student)

(counselor)

(both) {Underline

the one that applies.)
a.

Some ways the student determines this.

15. Other Comments

(Use the back of this page if necessary.)

Appendix 0
Questionnaire Tally Sheet

Tally Sheet
Question one
Insight by the students
a.

Counselor detected at which counseling session?
Average-2._

b.

How many additional sessions were needed?
Average 2.6

2.

Yes No

Does
Not
Apply

Do the student's social relationships
improve as the interviews progress?

3.

As the interviews progress do the
student's grades improve?

4.

Do the students usually start making
their own plans as the interviews progress?

5.

Do the students speak more as the number
of interviews progress?

6.

Do the students show more detachment as
the interviews progress?

7.

Do the students start making positive selfreferences about themselve as the interviews progress?

8.

Do the students stop making negative selfreferences as the interviews progress?

9.

Can the couns0lor take less responsibility
as the interviews progress?

20

-12

4

21

10.

Can any of the questions, starting with three and ending
with nine, be used as clues by the counselor as to when
to stop the series of interviews?
3

4

5

6

7

Question

11.

8

9

(Circle those that apply.)

Times Chosen

3

1§.

4

22

5

jg

6

22

7

27.

8

29

9

24

Yes

Could some types of tests be used to
give the counselor clues as to when to
stop the interviews?

11a.

What kinds of tests?
The counselors' replies:
1•

Rorschach

2.

Standard Tests

3.

California Psychological Inventory

4.

Minnesota Personality Scale

5.

Bell Adjustment Scale

6.

Minnesota Counseli?'.lg Inventory

7.

California Test of Personality

8.

Personality Interest

9.

s.

R. A. Youth Inventory

(3)

No

Does
Not
Apply

22
12.

Yes

No

-2..

a.

Do you know of any research that is
being done in this field?

Does Not
Apply
_Q_

12a. If so, where?
The counselors' replies:

13.

1.

An issue of A.P.G.A.

(Not sure of which issue.)

2.

Minnesota University

3.

Lawerence M. Brammer and Everett s. Shostrom,
Therapeutic Psychology: Fundamentals of
Counseling and Psychotherapy

Is ending the series of interviews a

-60 -2

serious problem?
14.

Who makes the decision as to
when to stop the interviews?
(student) (counselor) (both)

student

counselor

..J.l

14a. Some ways the student determines this?
1•

Makes own plans

2.

Strives for better grades

3.

Works more closely with teachers

4.

Makes confident statements

5.

Can cope with problem

6.

Gains insight

7.

Gets bored with "same old staff" (2)

8.

Recognizes problems and solutions-thinks them over

9.

Makes no more appointments

10. Asks to come in less
11. No longer feels need for support

both
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